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THE EXPONENTIAL MAP IN NON-COMMUTATIVE PROBABILITY
MICHAEL ANSHELEVICH AND OCTAVIO ARIZMENDI
ABSTRACT. The wrapping transformationW is a homomorphism from the semigroup of probability
measures on the real line, with the convolution operation, to the semigroup of probability measures on
the circle, with the multiplicative convolution operation. We show that on a large class L of measures,
W also transforms the three non-commutative convolutions—free, Boolean, and monotone—to their
multiplicative counterparts. Moreover, the restriction of W to L preserves various qualitative prop-
erties of measures and triangular arrays. We use these facts to give short proofs of numerous known,
and new, results about multiplicative convolutions.
1. INTRODUCTION
In probability theory, the study of sums of random variables is closely related to the study of the
convolution operation ˚ on PpRq, the probability measures on the real line. Similarly, the study of
products of random variables is closely related to the study of multiplicative convolution operations
f on probability measures on the positive real line R` or on the circle T,ż
R` or T
fpzq dpν1 f ν2qpzq “
ż
R` or T
ż
R` or T
fpzwq dν1pzq dν1pwq.
The measures on R` arise from those on R by a simple change of variable dνpexq “ dµpxq, so that
(1)
ż
R
fpexq dµpxq “
ż
R`
fpyq dνpyq.
Its counterpart for the circle is what we will call the wrapping map.
Definition 1. The wrapping map W : PpRq Ñ PpTq is
(2) dpW pµqqpe´ixq “
ÿ
nPZ
dµpx` 2πnq.
Note that the map is clearly well defined, and that the measure µ gets wrapped clockwise, to fit
better with the later results in the article. It has the property that
(3)
ż
R
fpe´ixq dµpxq “
ż
T
fpζq dpW pµqqpζq.
It is easy to see from (1) and (3) that in both cases, these maps transform the additive convolution ˚
into the multiplicative convolution f. So the study of products of random variables can largely be
reduced to the study of sums of such variables, by taking the logarithm. See e.g. Chapters I.10 and
XIX.5 of [Fel71], [Sch83] and other sources, and [Gre68] for a more general framework.
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This is not the case in probability theories dealing with non-commuting variables, for which loga-
rithm does not linearize the product. Free probability is the most important such theory, but Boolean
and monotone probability theories have also been studied. In these three cases, one can define
additive convolutions of measures on the real line, denoted by ‘, Z, and ⊲, respectively, and
corresponding to the addition of (appropriately) independent self-adjoint operators. Multiplicative
convolutions, denoted by b, Yˆ, and ö, respectively, can be again defined for measures on R`,
corresponding to multiplication of (appropriately) independent positive operators, and for measures
on T, corresponding to the multiplication of unitary operators. In all three cases, multiplicative
theories exhibit strong parallels with the additive theories, through various Le´vy-Khinchin-type
formulas, limit theorems etc. However, it was already noted in [BV93] that in the case of the pos-
itive real line, the behavior of b is different from that of ‘, and so cannot be reduced to it. While
such results were not known for the circle, the theorems in that case were proved separately, see
[Bel03, BB05, BB08, BW08b, CG11, AH13, Zho14] for a partial list. Only a posteriori did they
turn out to be similar to those on the real line.
Still, as indicated for example in Section 4 of [AH13], a hope for some replacement for a logarithm
lingers, and several successful definitions have been given, in the algebraic setting (for general
functionals rather than measures). In [MN10], the authors introduced a transformation based on
character theory, which linearizes the multiplicative free convolution b, in certain cases even in
a multivariate setting. In [FM12, FM13] the authors constructed another relation between additive
and multiplicative instances of the free theory, again on the level of power series. The third approach
due to Ce´bron [Ce´b14], which is most closely related to ours, is described in Remark 25.
In this paper, we show that the wrapping map can, after all, be used to relate the free convolutions
on R and T. We do this by re-casting it as a very simple (exponential) transformation between
analytic-function transforms. It is easy to see (Example 21) that W is not a homomorphism be-
tween pPpRq,‘q and pPpTq,bq. However, we show that it is a homomorphism from a certain
class of measures L, defined below, to IDxY˚ , the space of all probability measures on T other then
the Lebesgue measure, infinitely divisible with respect to Boolean convolution. Our approach has
two new features. First, it is analytic rather than algebraic. In fact, measures in L do not have
finite moments, and all lie in the domain of attraction of the Cauchy law. Second, the same trans-
formation W is a homomorphism not just between free convolutions, but between Boolean and
monotone additive and multiplicative convolutions as well. In particular, we show that IDxY˚ , taken
with any of the three multiplicative convolutions, is isomorphic (modulo a simple equivalence re-
lation) to L taken with the corresponding additive convolution. This is of interest since the three
non-commutative probability theories are actually related, and our techniques allow us to handle
multiplicative versions of objects involving more than one convolution, such as the Belinschi-Nica
transformations or subordination distributions. In addition, when restricted to L, the wrapping map
intertwines the additive Bercovici-Pata bijections (including the classical one) with their multiplica-
tive counterparts.
The wrapping map preserves numerous properties of the measure, such as having finitely many
atoms, and maps infinitesimal triangular arrays to infinitesimal triangular arrays (recall that roughly,
measures in an infinitesimal array on R, respectively T, concentrate around 0, respectively, 1, and
see Lemma 34 for a precise definition). Clearly the converses fail: under application of W , several
atoms may coalesce, and a pre-image of an infinitesimal array is only guaranteed to concentrate in
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the neighborhoods of multiples of 2π. Nevertheless, when restricted to the map W : LÑ IDxY˚ , the
unwrapping map preserves such properties as well. When so restricted, W and W´1
‚ Preserve the number and weights of the atoms.
‚ Preserve the property of being absolutely continuous with a strictly positive density.
‚ Map infinitesimal triangular arrays to infinitesimal triangular arrays.
This allows us to carry over results about qualitative properties of free convolution and limit theo-
rems from the additive to the multiplicative case.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the background material. In Section 3, we
describe and study the class L. In particular, we provide the first examples of measures with con-
nected support none of whose free convolution powers are unimodal. In Section 4, we give an
alternative definition for the wrapping map W , restricted to L, based on complex-analytic trans-
forms, and study its properties. In Section 5, we list various applications. New results include var-
ious properties of the multiplicative Belinschi-Nica transformations and the divisibility indicator,
the multiplicative analog of the inviscid Burgers’ equation and the general subordination evolution,
several identities, and multiplicative versions of various results of the second author. In addition,
we provide numerous simpler proofs of known multiplicative results (typically restricted to IDxY˚),
including limit theorems and qualitative properties of free convolution.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Takahiro Hasebe for useful discussions, Guillaume
Ce´bron for reminding us about his work [Ce´b14], and Yoshimichi Ueda for pointing out the connec-
tion with the Loewner’s equation. We are grateful to Uwe Franz and Takahiro Hasebe for allowing
us to include Lemma 13. Finally, we would like to thank the referees for helpful comments.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Transforms for additive convolutions. For µ a probability measure on R, we define the
Cauchy transform
Gµpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ x
dµpxq.
and the F -transform Fµ : C` Ñ C`,
F pzq “
1
Gpzq
.
µ can be recovered from these transforms by taking boundary values
dµpxq “ ´
1
π
lim
yÓ0
Im Gµpx` iyq dx “ ´
1
π
lim
yÓ0
Im
1
Fµpx` iyq
dx.
F is invertible on a Stolz angle, and the Voiculescu transform of µ is
ϕµpzq “ F
´1
µ pzq ´ z.
Using these transforms, given probability measures µ and ν onR, we may define their free, Boolean
and monotone additive convolution operations (in symbols µ ‘ ν, µZ ν and µ⊲ ν) via
ϕµ‘νpzq “ ϕµpzq`ϕνpzq, pFµZνpzq´zq “ pFµpzq´zq`pFνpzq´zq, Fµ⊲νpzq “ FµpFνpzqq.
We may also define additive convolution powers via
ϕµ‘tpzq “ tϕµpzq, pFµZtpzq ´ zq “ tpFµpzq ´ zq.
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µ‘t is defined at least for t ě 1, and µZt for all t ě 0.
The Bercovici-Pata bijections between the classes of distributions infinitely divisible with respect
to each of the four additive convolution operations are the bijections between each of ID˚, ID‘,
ID
Z
, and ID⊲, and pairs pα, τq, for α P R and τ a finite Borel measure on R. The bijections are
given by
(4) Fνα,τ˚ ptq “ exp
ˆ
iαt`
ż
R
peixt ´ 1´
ixt
1` x2
q
x2 ` 1
x2
dτpxq
˙
, t P R,
Fνα,τZ pzq “ z ´ α `
ż
R
1` xz
x´ z
dτpxq, z P C,
ϕνα,τ‘ pzq “ α `
ż
R
1` xz
z ´ x
dτpxq, z P C,
(5) Φpzq “ ´α `
ż
R
1` xz
x´ z
dτpxq,
BFtpzq
Bt
“ ΦpFtpzqq, Fνα,τ
⊲
“ F1.
The additive subordination distribution µ i ν is defined by the analytic continuation of
Fµiν “ F
´1
ν ˝ Fµ‘ν .
The Belinschi-Nica transformations [BN08] are maps Bt : PpRq Ñ PpRq, t ě 0, defined by
Btpµq “
`
µ‘p1`tq
˘Z 1
1`t .
2.2. Transforms for multiplicative convolutions. For µ a probability measure on the unit circle
T, we define the transforms
ψµpzq “
ż
T
zζ
1´ zζ
dµpζq, ηµpzq “
ψµpzq
1` ψµpzq
.
Note that ηµ : D Ñ D and ηµp0q “ 0, so |ηµpzq| ď |z| for z P D, which implies that ηµpzq{z also
maps D to itself.
The measure can be recovered from the transforms by taking boundary values
dµpeixq “
1
2π
lim
rÒ1
p1` 2ℜψµpre
´ixqq dx “
1
2π
lim
rÒ1
ℜ
1` ηµpre
´ixq
1´ ηµpre´ixq
dx.
Throughout the paper, we will restrict our analysis to the measures with η1p0q ‰ 0. In this case we
may also define
Σµpzq “
η´1µ pzq
z
on a neighborhood of zero. Using these transforms, given probability measures µ and ν on T, we
may define their free, Boolean and monotone multiplicative convolution operations (in symbols
µ b ν, µ Yˆ ν and µ œ ν) via
(6) Σµbνpzq “ ΣµpzqΣνpzq, ηµxYνpzq
z
“
ηµpzq
z
ηνpzq
z
, ηµœνpzq “ ηµ ˝ ηνpzq.
We may also define multiplicative convolution powers (see [BB05, Fra08]), via
Σνbtpzq “ pΣνpzqq
t
,
ηνxYtpzq
z
“
ˆ
ηνpzq
z
˙t
.
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Note that these transforms are in general well-defined only up to a factor of e2πint, and so the
convolution powers are multi-valued.
We denote by IDxY the measures infinitely divisible with respect to Yˆ , and
ID
xY
˚ “ ID
xYz tLebesgue measureu .
Recall from [Fra08] that
(7) η
ID
xY
˚
“
 
ηµ | µ P ID
xY
˚
(
“ tη : DÑ D analytic | η1p0q ‰ 0, and ηpzq “ 0ô z “ 0u
(for Lebesgue measure on the circle, ηpzq “ 0). IDb˚ and IDœ˚ are measures infinitely divisible
with respect to b, respectively, œ, again excluding the Lebesgue measures. According to [Wan08],
there are (Bercovici-Pata) bijections between the classes IDb˚ and IDxY˚ , and pairs pγ, σq, for γ P T
and σ a finite Borel measure on T. The bijections are given by
(8) Σνγ,σb pzq “ γ exp
ˆż
T
1` ζz
1´ ζz
dσpζq
˙
, z P D,
ηνγ,σ
xY
pzq “ γz exp
ˆ
´
ż
T
1` ζz
1´ ζz
dσpζq
˙
, z P D.
To each such pair also corresponds an element of IDf˚ , via
(9) Fνγ,σf ppq “ γp exp
ˆż
T
ζp ´ 1´ ip Im ζ
1´ ℜζ
dσpζq
˙
, p P Z,
but this correspondence is neither injective nor onto IDf˚ . In addition [Ber05, AW14], the elements
of IDœ˚ other than delta-measures are in a bijection with pairs pβ, σq for β P R and σ a non-zero,
finite measure on T, through
Aβ,σpzq “ z
ˆ
´iβ ´
ż
T
1` ζz
1´ ζz
dσpζq
˙
,
dηµtpzq
dt
“ Aβ,σpηµtpzqq, ηµ0pzq “ z, ν
β,σ
œ “ µ1
(10)
(with the delta-measures corresponding to Aβ,0, 0 ď β ă 2π). The multiplicative subordination
distribution µ % ν is defined by the analytic continuation of
η
µ % ν “ η
´1
ν ˝ ηµbν .
Lemma 2. IDœ˚ Ă ID
xY
˚ and IDb˚ Ă ID
xY
˚ .
Proof. Let tµt : t ě 0u be a œ-semigroup with generator Aβ,σ. First, for example from Lemma 5.3
in [AW14], η1µtp0q “ e´iβte´tσpTq ‰ 0. Next, suppose that for some t0 ą 0 and z ‰ 0, ηµt0 pzq “
0. Since Aβ,σ is only zero at zero, the semigroup is the unique solution of equation (10), with
Aβ,σp0q “ 0. It follows that ηµtpzq “ 0 for t ě t0. Since η depends analytically on t [BP78], the
same holds for all t ą 0. On the other hand, ηµ0pzq “ z. We obtain a contradiction.
The second statement follows from Proposition 3.3 in [BB05]. 
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3. THE CLASS L
Definition 3. Denote
FL “
 
F : C` Ñ C` analytic | F pz ` 2πq “ F pzq ` 2π
(
.
and
L “ tµ P PpRq | Fµpzq P FLu .
Lemma 4. An analytic function F : C` Ñ C` is in FL if and only if
F pzq “ z ` fpeizq
for some analytic transformation f : DÑ C`.
Proof. Clearly any function of this form is in FL. Conversely, if F P FL, then F pzq ´ z is 2π-
periodic, and so F pzq “ z ` fpeizq for some function f . Moreover, it is well-known that Im F ě
Im z and F pzq ´ z is an analytic function from C` to C`, so f maps D to C` and is analytic
in the punctured disk. Since f avoids the lower half plane, there are infinitely many numbers in
a neighborhood of infinity which are not in the range of f . This implies that the singularity at
zero cannot be a pole (since fpzq would look like like 1{zn near 0), or an essential singularity (by
Picard’s theorem). It follows that the singularity of f at 0 is removable. 
Lemma 5. There is a bijection between FL (or, equivalently, L) and the set of pairs
tpβ, σq : β P R, σ a finite measure on Tu ,
given by
F pzq “ z ´ β ` i
ż
T
1` ζeiz
1´ ζeiz
dσpζq
There is a bijection between  ηµ | µ P IDxY˚( (or, equivalently, IDxY˚) and the set of pairs
tpγ, σq : γ P T, σ a finite measure on Tu ,
given by
ηpzq “ zγ exp
ˆ
´
ż
T
1` ζz
1´ ζz
dσpζq
˙
.
Proof. By a simple modification of the Carathe´odory representation (Chapter 3 of [Akh65]), an
analytic function f : DÑ C` can be written as
fpzq “ ´β ` i
ż
T
1` ζz
1´ ζz
dσpζq.
The first result follows. The second correspondence is simply the description of ηνγ,σ
xY
pzq. 
Proposition 6. Let σ be a measure on T with finite support. Then the measure in L corresponding
to the pair pβ, σq in the Lemma 5 is purely atomic, with countably many atoms at the solutions of
the equation
(11) x´ β “
ż π
´π
cot
θ ` x
2
dσpeiθq,
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with atom at x having weight
1
1` 1
2
şπ
´π
p1` cot2 θ`x
2
q dσpeiθq
.
See also Corollary 31 for a more detailed description. In the case σ “ δeiθ , the atoms are solutions
of the equation
x´ β “ cot
θ ` x
2
,
with weights
1
3
2
` 1
2
px´ βq2
.
Proof. Note first that for ζ “ eiθ, and z “ x real,
i
1` eipθ`xq
1´ eipθ`xq
“ ´ cot
θ ` x
2
.
So for real z “ x, the function corresponding to the pair pβ, σq
Fµpxq “ x´ β ´
ż π
´π
cot
θ ` x
2
dσpeiθq
is real wherever it is finite. It follows that µ has no absolutely continuous part, but has countably
many atoms at the solutions of equation (11), with the weights
1
1` 1
2
şπ
´π
csc2 θ`x
2
dσpeiθq
“
1
1` 1
2
şπ
´π
p1` cot2 θ`x
2
q dσpeiθq
. 
Remark 7. For general µ P L,
Gµpzq “
1
z ` fpeizq
,
and so the absolutely continuous part of the measure is
(12) dµpxq “ 1
π
lim
rÒ1
Im fpreixq
px` ℜfpreixqq2 ` pIm fpreixqq2
dx.
There are many explicit examples one can write down for specific functions f , perhaps the simplest
one being fpzq “ z ` i. In this case,
dµpxq “
1
π
1` sin x
px` cosxq2 ` p1` sin xq2
dx “
1
π
1` sin x
x2 ` 2x cosx` 2` 2 sin x
dx
As will be seen below, ηW pµqpzq “ ze´1eiz.
Another important case is when σ is the Haar measure, which corresponds to µ being a Cauchy
distribution on the circle. According to Example 4.11 in [AH13], for c “ e´a`ib, this measure on
the circle is
dνpθq “
1
2π
1´ e´2a
1` e´2a ´ 2e´a cospθ ´ bq
dθ,
with ηνpzq “ cz. See Example 19 for more details.
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Lemma 8.
L “ tν : ν ⊲ δ2π “ δ2π ⊲ νu .
In addition, for ν P L,
δ2πn Z ν “ δ2πn ⊲ ν “ ν ⊲ δ2πn “ δ2πn ‘ ν “ δ2πn ˚ ν.
We can thus use the notation mod δ2π for measures in L without specifying which additive con-
volution is being used. For measures in L, all convolution arithmetic is well defined mod δ2π .
Proof. For general a and ν,
δa ˚ ν “ δa ‘ ν “ ν ⊲ δa,
since all of these are the shift of ν by a, and also δa Z ν “ δa ⊲ ν. Next we note that
Fν⊲δ2pipzq “ FνpFδ2pipzqq “ Fνpz ´ 2πq
while
Fδ2pi⊲νpzq “ Fδ2pipFνpzqq “ Fν ´ 2π.
These are equal precisely when ν P L. 
Lemma 9. L is closed under the three additive convolution operations Z,‘,⊲, under the sub-
ordination operation i, and under Boolean additive convolution powers. Whenever µ P L and
ν “ µ‘t, then also ν P L. For µ P PpRq, and t ą 0,
µ P Lô Btpµq P L, .
Proof. Let µ, ν P L. Then
Fµ⊲νpz ` 2πq “ FµpFνpz ` 2πqq “ FµpFνpzqq ` 2π “ Fµ⊲νpzq ` 2π,
FµZνpz` 2πq “ Fµpz` 2πq`Fνpz` 2πq´ pz` 2πq “ Fµpzq `Fνpzq ´ z` 2π “ FµZνpzq` 2π,
and
FµZtpz ` 2πq “ tpFµpz ` 2πq ´ pz ` 2πqq ` pz ` 2πq “ tpFµpzq ´ zq ` z ` 2π “ FµZtpzq ` 2π.
Therefore L is closed under all these operations. Next, we observe that if F pz ` 2πq “ F pzq ` 2π,
then on its domain of definition,
F´1pz ` 2πq “ F´1pzq ` 2π.
The statements about free convolution follow from this and analytic continuation. The result for the
subordination distribution follows from the relation
Fµiνpzq “ F
´1
ν pFµ‘νpzqq
and, again, analytic continuation.
Clearly, these results imply that µ P L ñ Btpµq P L. Conversely, suppose Btpµq P L. Then
µ‘p1`tq P L. So by the results above, µ P L. 
Lemma 10. If µ P L and µ is ⊲-infinitely divisible, then µ⊲t P L for all t ą 0. The generators of
such semigroups are precisely those which are 2π-periodic.
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Proof. Let µ be ⊲-infinitely divisible, and denote by Φ the generator of the semigroup tµt “ µ⊲tu.
Denote νt “ δ2π ⊲ µt ⊲ δ´2π . Then tνtu is also a ⊲-semigroup. Since
Fνtpzq “ Fµtpz ` 2πq ´ 2π,
the generator of tνtu is Φ˜pzq “ Φpz ` 2πq. If µ P L, then µ “ µ1 “ ν1. But this says that µt “ νt
for all t ą 0, that is, all µt P L. It also follows that Φpz ` 2πq “ Φpzq. Conversely, from the
definition of FL it is clear that for such Φ, the corresponding composition semigroup tFt : t ą 0u is
in FL. 
Proposition 11. The Bercovici-Pata bijections between P “ IDZ, ID⊲, and ID‘ restrict to
bijections between L, LX ID⊲ and LX ID‘.
Proof. For µ P L, suppose ϕνpzq “ z ´ Fµpzq. Then ϕνpz ` 2πq “ ϕνpzq ` 2π, Fν has the same
property, and ν P LX ID‘. The converse is similar.
Next suppose again that µ P L, and let Φ`pzq “ fµpeizq. Φ` maps C` to itself, and
lim
yÒ8
Φ`piyq
iy
“ 0.
So Φ` generates a ⊲-semigroup tνt : t ě 0u through
d
dt
Fνtpzq “ Φ
`pFνtpzqq,
where ν “ ν1. Moreover, Φ` is 2π-periodic. Therefore by Lemma 10, ν “ ν1 P L. The converse
follows similarly from Lemma 10. 
Proposition 12. All the elements in the class L which are not point masses are in the classical,
Boolean, free, and monotone (strict) domains of attraction of the Cauchy law. Therefore their
moments of all orders are undefined.
Proof. Let µ P L. Then
FD1{nµZnpzq ´ z “ Fµpnzq ´ z “ fµpe
inzq Ñ fµp0q
for every fixed z P C` as n Ñ 8. So µ is in the Boolean domain of attraction of the law with the
F -transform fµp0q. If fµp0q R R, this limit law is a Cauchy law. If fµp0q P R, then fµpzq “ fµp0q,
and µ is a point mass.
The Boolean domain of attraction is known to be equal to the classical and free one (recall that the
Cauchy law plays the same role in all of these theories). For the monotone case, we observe thatˇˇ
FD1{nµ⊲npzq ´ z ´ fµp0q
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
F ˝nµ pnzq ´ z ´ fµp0q
ˇˇˇˇ
“
1
n
´ˇˇ
fµpe
inzq ´ fp0q
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
fµpe
inzeifµpe
inzqq ´ fµp0q
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
fµpe
inzeifµpe
inzeifµpe
inz qqq ´ fµp0q
ˇˇˇ
` . . .
¯
ď ε
for any n such that |fµpwq ´ fµp0q| ă ε for w in the disk of radius e´n Impzq around 0. 
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Recall that a distribution µ is called unimodal at c if
dµpxq “ µptcuqδcpxq ` fpxq dx,
where f is non-increasing on rc,8q and non-decreasing on p´8, cs.
The following result characterizing unimodality in terms of the Cauchy transform was communi-
cated to us by Franz and Hasebe.; see also [Isi57].
Lemma 13 ([FH15]). Let µ be a probability measure on R. The following are equivalent.
(a) µ is unimodal with mode c.
(b) Imppz ´ cqG1µpzqq ě 0, x P C`.
(c) There exists a probability measure ν on R such that µ “ puf νq ˚ δc.
Proof. For simplicity we assume that c “ 0.
(a) ô (c) is a classical characterization of unimodal distributions due to Khintchine.
(b) ñ (c): Since zG1µpzq is a Pick function and limyÑ8 iypiyG1µpiyqq “ ´1, there exists a proba-
bility measure ν such that zG1µpzq “ ´Gνpzq. Integration gives us
(13) Gµpzq “ ´
ż
Rzt0u
1
x
log
´z ´ x
z
¯
νpdxq `
νpt0uq
z
.
Since the Cauchy transform of the uniform distribution on p0, xq (or px, 0q if x ă 0) is equal to
´ 1
x
log
`
z´x
z
˘
, we conclude that µ “ uf ν.
(c) ñ (b): (c) implies the representation (13), which implies zG1µpzq “ ´Gνpzq. 
Lemma 14. The unimodal distributions in class L are point masses and Cauchy distributions.
Proof. Let F “ Fµ and suppose, without loss of generality, that µ is unimodal at 0. We will show
that ImpF 1pzqq “ 0 for all z P C`. This implies that F 1pzq P R for such z and, since F 1pzq is
analytic, F 1pzq “ a for some fixed a P R. We conclude that F pzq “ az` b, which yields the result.
Unimodality in terms of F is written as
Im
´´zF 1pzq
F pzq2
¯
ě 0.
Since F P L, for n P N, F pz ` 2πnq “ F pzq ` 2πn and F 1pz ` 2πnq “ F 1pzq. Therefore
0 ď
Imp´pz ` 2πnqF 1pz ` 2πnqq
pF pz ` 2πnq2
“
Imp´pz ` 2πnqF 1pzqq
pF pzq ` 2πnq2
.
Multipliying by ´2πn and taking limit as nÑ8 we get
ImpF 1pzqq “ lim
nÑ8
Im
´p2πnqpz ` 2πnqF 1pzq
pF pzq ` 2πnq2
¯
ď 0.
Similarly, taking the limit as as nÑ ´8
ImpF 1pzqq “ lim
nÑ´8
Im
´p2πnqpz ` 2πnqF 1pzq
pF pzq ` 2πnq2
¯
ě 0.
Thus ImpF 1pzqq “ 0 as desired. 
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Since there are measures in L whose support is R, Lemma 14 answers Problem 5.5 in [HS15].
Corollary 15. There exist measures µ whose support has a finite number of connected component
and such that µ‘s is not unimodal for any s ą 0.
Proposition 16. L is closed under weak limits.
Proof. Let tµnu8n“1 Ă L and µn Ñ µ weakly. Thus Fµn Ñ Fµ uniformly on compact subsets
of C`, and so fµn Ñ fµ uniformly on compact subsets of Dz t0u. In particular fµ is analytic in
the punctured disk. As in the proof of Lemma 4, we conclude that the singularity of fµ at 0 is
removable, and we may assume it is analytic in D. Therefore µ P L. 
Remark 17. IDxY˚ is not closed under weak limits. Indeed, if ηνt “ e´tz, so that νt is a wrapped
Cauchy distribution from Example 19, then as t Ñ 8, ηνt Ñ 0, which is the η-transform of the
Haar measure on T.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that the full IDxY is closed under weak limits.
4. THE TRANSFORMATION
4.1. Homomorphism properties of W .
Proposition 18. The map
L : FL Ñ
 
ηµ | µ P ID
xY
˚
(
determined by
exppiF pzqq “ LpF qpeizq “ ηpeizq
is well-defined and onto. The pre-image of each η is the equivalence class of functions F modulo
the equivalence relation F „ F ` 2π.
Proof. We verify that for F pzq “ z ` fpeizq,
LpF qpzq “ ηpzq “ zeifpzq,
and satisfies all the properties on the right-hand-side of (7). Conversely, any η from the set on the
right-hand-side is of this form for some analytic f : DÑ C`, determined up to an additive integer
multiple of 2π. 
Example 19. The Cauchy distribution on R is
dµtpxq “
1
π
t
x2 ` t2
dx.
Its F -transform is Fµtpzq “ z ` ti, and its image ηtpzq “ LpFµtpzqq “ e´tz. Then ηt “ ηνt , for
dνtpe
ixq “
1
2π
1´ e´2t
|ζ ´ e´t|2
dx.
As first observed in Section 5.2 of [Bia98], νt is a wrapping of µt.
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Theorem 20. The wrapping map W from Definition 1 maps L onto IDxY˚ . Considered as a map
W : LÑ ID
xY
˚,
it satisfies
LpFµq “ ηW pµq,
in other words
exppiFµpzqq “ ηW pµqpe
izq.
The pre-image of each ν is the equivalence class of measures µ modulo the equivalence relation
mod δ2π .
Proof. Since
dµpxq “ ´
1
π
lim
yÓ0
Im
1
Fµpx` iyq
dx “
1
π
lim
yÓ0
Im Fµpx` iyq
|Fµpx` iyq|
2
dx,
for µ P L
dpW pµqqpeixq “
1
π
lim
yÓ0
ÿ
nPZ
Im Fµpx` iy ` 2πnq
|Fµpx` iy ` 2πnq|
2
dx “
1
π
lim
yÓ0
ÿ
nPZ
Im Fµpx` iyq
|Fµpx` iyq ` 2πnq|
2
dx.
We now apply the Poisson summation formula for the Cauchy distribution, to get
dpW pµqqpeixq “
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ÿ
nPZ
einℜFµpx`iyqe´|n| Im Fµpx`iyq dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
˜
1`
8ÿ
n“1
´
einFµpx`iyq ` e´inFµpx`iyq
¯¸
dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ˆ
1
1´ eiFµpx`iyq
`
1
1´ e´iFµpx`iyq
´ 1
˙
dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
1´ e´2 Im Fµpx`iyq
|1´ eiFµpx`iyq|
2
dx.
On the other hand, letting ν be determined by LpFµq “ ην and r “ e´y,
dνpe´ixq “
1
2π
lim
rÒ1
ℜ
1` ηνpre
ixq
1´ ηνpreixq
dx “
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ℜ
1` ηνpe
´yeixq
1´ ηνpe´yeixq
dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ℜ
1` ηνpe
ipx`iyqq
1´ ηνpeipx`iyqq
dx “
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ℜ
1` eiFµpx`iyq
1´ eiFµpx`iyq
dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
1´ e´2 Im F px`iyq
|1´ eiFµpx`iyq|
2
dx.
Therefore ν “W pµq. Finally, for the last statement, we note that Fδ2piZµpzq “ Fµpzq ` 2π. 
Example 21. Let µ “ 1
2
pδ´2π ` δ2πq be a Bernoulli distribution. Then W pµq “ δ1. Also, δ1 b δ1 “
δ1, while µ ‘ µ is an arcsine distribution. Thus W pµqb W pµq ‰W pµ ‘ µq.
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Theorem 22. For any µ1, µ2 P L,
W pµ1q ö W pµ2q “W pµ1 ⊲ µ2q,
W pµ1q YˆW pµ2q “W pµ1 Z µ2q,
W pµ1q b W pµ2q “ W pµ1 ‘ µ2q,
and
W pµ2q % W pµ1q “W pµ2 i µ1q.
Conversely, for any ν1, ν2 P IDxY˚ ,
W´1pν1 ö ν2q “ W
´1pν1q⊲W
´1pν2q mod δ2π,
W´1pν1 Yˆ ν2q “W
´1pν1q ZW
´1pν2q mod δ2π,
and
W´1pν1 b ν2q “W
´1pν1q ‘ W
´1pν2q mod δ2π.
Thus pL mod δ2πq and ID
xY
˚ are isomorphic as semigroups with the respect to the additive, respec-
tively, multiplicative, Boolean, free, and monotone convolutions.
Proof.
ηW pµ1qöW pµ2qpe
izqq “ ηW pµ1qpηW pµ2qpe
izqq “ ηW pµ1qpe
iFµ2 pzqq
“ exppiFµ1pFµ2pzqqq “ exppiFµ1⊲µ2pzqq “ ηW pµ1⊲µ2qpe
izq,
which implies the first identity. The second identity follows from the observation that
exppipFµpzq ´ zqq “
ηW pµqpe
izq
eiz
,
by a similar argument. On a neighborhood of infinity,
exppiF´1µ pz ` 2πnqq “ η
´1
W pµqpe
izq,
exppiF´1µ pzqq “ η
´1
W pµqpe
ipz´2πnqq “ η´1
W pµqpe
izq,
exppiϕµpzqq “ ΣW pµqpe
izq,
which implies the third identity. Finally,
ηW pµ1qpηW pµ2q % W pµ1qpe
izqq “ ηW pµ1qbW pµ2qpe
izq “ ηW pµ1‘µ2qpe
izq
“ exppiFµ1‘µ2pzqq “ exppiFµ1pFµ2iµ1pzqq
“ ηW pµ1qpηW pµ2iµ1qpe
izqq.
Since ηW pµ1q is injective on a sufficiently small disk, the result for subordination distributions fol-
lows.
The second set of statements follows from Lemma 8. 
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Proposition 23. Recall that multiplicative convolution powers are in general multi-valued. This
ambiguity can be explained using transformation W . Let µ P L. Then for any t ě 0,
W pµZtq “W pµq
xYt,
and all values of W pµqxYt arise in this way. Similarly, whenever µ‘t is defined,
W pµ‘tq “W pµqbt,
and all values of W pµqbt arise in this way.
W maps ‘, Z, and ⊲-infinitely divisible distributions in L, and the corresponding semigroups, to
their multiplicative counterparts. If ν P IDb˚ , then every element of W´1pνq is in L X ID‘. If
ν P IDœ˚ , then there is µ P LX ID⊲˚ such that W pµq “ ν.
Proof. The proof of the first two statements is similar to Theorem 22. For the ambiguity, note that
if ν “ W pµq, then also ν “ W pµ Z δ2πnq, and so νxYt “ W pµZtq Yˆ δe2piint for different n P Z.
These are precisely all the possible values of νxYt. The argument for νbt is similar. The statement
about convolution semigroups also follows as in Theorem 22.
Let ν “ W pµq with ν P IDb˚ . Then Σν has an analytic continuation to a map D Ñ CzD. So
eiϕµpzq “ Σνpe
izq has an analytic continuation to a map C` Ñ CzD. Thus it is an analytic map
from a simply connected domain to a domain not containing zero. It follows that
ϕµ “ ´i log Σνpe
izq ` 2πk
can be defined through analytic continuation, with values in C´. Thus µ “ rµ ‘ δ2πk for somerµ P ID‘. But this implies µ P ID‘.
Now suppose ν P IDœ˚ , so for some analytic generator Φˆ : DÑ iC`,
ηνtpzqΦ
ˆpηνtpzqq “
d
dt
ηνtpzq,
with ν1 “ ν. Define analytic Φ` : C` Ñ C` by
(14) Φ`pzq “ ´iΦˆpeizq.
Then Φ` is 2π-periodic, and
lim
yÒ8
Φ`px` iyq
iy
“ lim
yÒ8
´iΦˆp0q
y
“ 0.
So Φ` generates a ⊲-semigroup tµtu Ă L by
Φ`pFµtpzqq “
d
dt
Fµtpzq.
Moreover,
d
dt
eiFµt pzq “ ieiFµt pzq
d
dt
Fµtpzq “ ie
iFµt pzqΦ`pFµtpzqq “ e
iFµt pzqΦˆpeiFµt pzqq,
and so eiFµt pzq “ ηνtpeizq and νt “W pµtq. 
Corollary 24. IDxY˚ is closed under the three multiplicative convolution operations Yˆ ,b,œ, under
the subordination operation % , and under multiplicative Boolean convolution powers. Whenever
µ P ID
xY
˚ and ν “ µbt, then also ν P ID
xY
˚ .
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Proof. Closure under Boolean convolution, Boolean powers, and monotone convolution follows
immediately from definition (6) and characterization (7).
The claims for the free convolution, and for subordination, follow by combining Lemma 9 with
Theorem 22 and Proposition 23. For example, if ν1, ν2 P IDxY˚ , and µ1, µ2 P L are chosen so that
ν1 “ W pµ1q, ν2 “W pµ2q, then µ1 ‘ µ2 P L and ν1 b ν2 “ W pµ1 ‘ µ2q P ID
xY
˚ . 
Remark 25. In [Ce´b14], Ce´bron defined a homomorphism
e‘ : ID
‘ Ñ IDb
which satisfies
(15) W “ e˚ “ BPbÑf ˝ e‘ ˝ BP˚Ñ‘.
Here BP denote various Bercovici-Pata maps, and e˚ : ID˚ Ñ IDf is simply e˚ “ W (in
fact, Ce´bron used the counterclockwise wrapping, but his arguments are not affected by this slight
change of definition). He also proved that for µ P ID‘,
e‘pµq “ lim
nÑ8
´
e˚pµ
‘ 1
n q
¯bn
.
By combining this with Theorem 22, it follows that for µ P L X ID‘, e‘pµq “ W pµq, and in
particular in this case the limit above is unnecessary.
A calculation in Section 2.3 and Proposition 3.1 of [Ce´b14] also shows that for pα, τq appearing
in the Le´vy-Khinchin representation (4) of µ, and pγ, σq appearing in the (multiplicative) Le´vy-
Khinchin representation (9) of W pµq, we have the relations
(16) 1
1´ ℜpζq
dσpζq|Tzt1u “W
ˆ
x2 ` 1
x2
dτpxq|Rzt0u
˙
, σpt1uq “
1
2
τpt0uq
and
(17) γ “ e´iα exp
ˆ
´i
ż
Rzt0u
ˆ
sin x´
x
1` x2
˙
1` x2
x2
dτpxq
˙
.
These formulas look more natural in the language of canonical triples rather than pairs.
Proposition 26. Define the map
tpα, τq : α P R, τ a finite measure on R, να,τZ P Lu Ñ tpγ, σq : γ P T, σ a finite measure on Tu
via the relations (16) and (17). Then
(18) e´iα exp
ˆ
i
ż
R
1` xz
x´ z
dτptq
˙
“ γ exp
ˆ
´
ż
T
1` ζeiz
1´ ζeiz
dσpζq
˙
.
For such pα, τq we have the relations
W pνα,τ˚ q “ ν
γ,σ
f ,(19)
W pνα,τ‘ q “ ν
γ,σ
b ,(20)
W pνα,τZ q “ ν
γ,σ
xY ,(21)
and
(22) W pνα,τ⊲ q “ νβ,σœ ,
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where
(23) ´ iα ` i
ż
R
1` xz
x´ z
dτpxq “ ´iβ ´
ż
T
1` ζeiz
1´ ζeiz
dσpζq.
As a result, W intertwines the Bercovici-Pata maps (the multiplicative ones are not bijections)
W ˝ BP‘Ñ˚ “ BPbÑf ˝W on LX ID
‘,(24)
W ˝ BPZÑ˚ “ BP xYÑf ˝W on L,(25)
W ˝ BP⊲Ñ˚ “ BPœÑf ˝W on LX ID
⊲(26)
as well as BP‘ÑZ, BPZÑ‘, BP⊲Ñ‘, BP⊲ÑZ, on the appropriate subsets of L, with their multi-
plicative counterparts.
Proof. Relation (24) follows from relation (15) and the discussion following it, and equation (19)
follows from the last comment in Remark 25. Combining them, we obtain equation (20). Next, the
left-hand side of equation (18) is exppipϕνα,τ‘ pzqqq, while the right-hand side is Σνγ,σb peizq, and these
were just shown to be equal. Reinterpreting them as exppipFνα,τZ pzq ´ zqq and ηνγ,σxY peizq, we obtain(21) and (25). Finally, combining (5) and (10) with equation (14) from the proof of Proposition 23,
we see that (22) holds with β as in equation (23). Taking γ “ e´iβ, we again obtain relation (18),
and so also (26). The final statement follows from relations (20), (21), (22). 
Remark 27. Let ν be the multiplicative free Gaussian measure, with
Σνpzq “ exp
ˆ
1
2
1` z
1´ z
˙
.
It is b-infinitely divisible, with free canonical pair p0, 1
2
δ1q. So its pre-image under Ce´bron’s map
consists of measures with free canonical pairs pα, τq such that
W
ˆ
x2 ` 1
x2
dτpxq|Rzt0u
˙
“ 0, τpt0uq “ 1,
eiα “ exp
ˆ
´i
ż
Rzt0u
ˆ
sin x´
x
1` x2
˙
1` x2
x2
dτpxq
˙
.
That is, τ is supported on t2πk | k P Zu, τpt0uq “ 1, and α “ 2πn`
ř
kPZzt0u
1
2πk
τpt2πkuq. These,
of course, include the semicircular distribution, with α “ 0, τ “ δ0. On the other hand, only some
of these are in L. Indeed, let µ P L be the measure with
ϕµpzq “ ´i
1
2
1` eiz
1´ eiz
` 2πn.
Then eiFµpzq “ ηνpeizq. So by Theorem 20, W pµq “ ν. Also, ϕµ : C` Ñ C´, and so µ P ID‘
(and also is well-defined). Its free canonical pair pα, τq is determined by
(27) ϕµpzq “ α `
ż
R
1` xz
z ´ x
dτpxq “ ´i
1
2
1` eiz
1´ eiz
` 2πn.
Since
lim
yÓ0
iyϕµpx` iyq “ p1` x
2qτptxuq,
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from equation (27) it follows that
dτpxq “
ÿ
kPZ
1
1` p2πkq2
δ2πkpxq
and we may take
α “ 2πn`
ÿ
k‰0
1
2πkp1` p2πkq2q
.
These are exactly the pre-images of ν in L.
Remark 28. W also transforms additive conditionally free and monotone convolutions into their
multiplicative counterparts. The constructions are similar to those already discussed, and these
operations do not arise in our applications, so we only outline the argument. Conditionally free and
monotone convolutions operate on pairs of measures. For µ, ν P PpRq, define as in [Wan11]
ϕpµ,νqpzq “ F
´1
ν pzq ´ FµpF
´1
ν pzqq
and the additive conditionally free convolution by pµ1, ν1q ‘c pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, ν1 ‘ ν2q and
ϕpµ1,ν1q‘cpµ2,ν2qpzq “ ϕµ1,ν1pzq ` ϕµ2,ν2pzq
Similarly, following [PW11] up to an inversion, define for µ, ν P PpTq,
Σpµ,νqpzq “
ηµpη
´1
ν pzqq
η´1ν pzq
and the multiplicative conditionally free convolution by pµ1, ν1q bc pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, ν1 b ν2q and
Σpµ1,ν1qbcpµ2,ν2qpzq “ Σµ1,ν1pzqΣµ2,ν2pzq
Then clearly if pµ1, ν1q ‘c pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, rνq, then
pW pµ1q,W pµ2qq bc pW pµ2q,W pν2qq “ pW prµq,W prνqq.
On the other hand, following [Has11], define the additive conditionally monotone convolution by
pµ1, ν1q⊲c pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, ν1 ⊲ ν2q and
Frµpzq “ Fµ1pFν2pzqq ` Fµ2pzq ´ Fν2pzq;
while following [Has13], define the multiplicative conditionally monotone convolution by
pµ1, ν1q œc pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, ν1 œ ν2q
and
ηrµpzq “ ηµ2pzq
ην2pzq
ηµ1pην2pzqq.
Again, it is clear that for pµ1, ν1q⊲c pµ2, ν2q “ prµ, rνq, we have
pW pµ1q,W pµ2qq œc pW pµ2q,W pν2qq “ pW prµq,W prνqq.
Presumably the same property also holds for Hasebe’s convolution for triples of measures from
[Has10b], but we have not verified the details.
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4.2. Other properties of W .
Proposition 29. If µ P L has an atom at x, then W pµq has an atom at e´ix of the same size.
Conversely, if e´ix is an atom of W pµq, there is a unique n P Z such that µ has an atom at x` 2πn,
and it is of the same size.
Proof. For x P R,
µptxuq “ lim
yÓ0
iy
Fµpx` iyq
,
while for e´ix P T,
νp
 
e´ix
(
q “ lim
rÒ1
p1´ rq
ηνpre
ixq
1´ ηpreixq
“ lim
yÓ0
p1´ e´yq
ηνpe
´yeixq
1´ ηpe´yeixq
,
where we set r “ e´y. If ν “W pµq, so that ηνpeizq “ eiFµpzq, then
νp
 
e´ix
(
q “ lim
yÓ0
p1´ e´yq
exppiFµpx` iyqq
1´ exppiFµpx` iyqq
“ lim
yÓ0
p1´ e´yq
expp´iFµpx` iyqq ´ 1
In particular, if x is an atom of µ, then limyÓ0 Fµpx` iyq “ 0. Therefore in this case,
(28) µptxuq
νpte´ixuq
“ lim
yÓ0
iy
p1´ e´yq
expp´iFµpx` iyqq ´ 1
Fµpx` iyq
“ 1,
and so ν has an atom at e´ix of weight µptxuq.
For the converse, if e´ix is an atom of ν, then limyÓ0 expp´iFµpx ` iyqq “ 1. So there is a unique
(by continuity) n P Z such that limyÓ0p´Fµpx` iyqq “ 2πn, i.e. (since µ P L)
lim
yÓ0
Fµpx` 2πn` iyqq “ 0.
We now use equation (28) again. 
Corollary 30. If µ P L, at most one element of each tx` 2πn | n P Zu may be an atom of µ.
See Corollary 50 for a follow-up.
In particular, for the case of discrete measure σ as in Proposition 6, we have a complete description
of νβ,σ
xY . The following corollary generalizes Example 3.8 of [Fra08] and the results in Section 2.4
of [Ham15].
Corollary 31. Let σ be a measure on T with finite support, as in Proposition 6,
σ “
Nÿ
j“1
ajδeiθj ,
where 0 ď θ1 ă . . . ă θN ă 2π. Then the measure νe
iβ ,σ
xY P ID
xY
˚ is purely atomic, and its atoms
can be decomposed into N families tpexjkqjPZ, 1 ď k ď Nu, with xjk the unique solution of the
equation
(29) x` β “
Nÿ
j“1
aj cot
x´ θj
2
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in the interval #
p2kπ ` θj , 2kπ ` θj`1q, 1 ď j ă N,
p2kπ ` θN , 2pk ` 1qπ ` θ1q j “ N.
The atom at eix has the weight
1
3
2
` 1
2
řN
j“1 aj cot
2 x´θj
2
.
Asymptotically,
lim
kÑ`8
eixjk “ eiθj , lim
kÑ´8
eixjk “ eiθj`1
(j modulo N).
Proposition 32. Let µ P L.
(a) µ is absolutely continuous, singular, or purely atomic if and only if W pµq is.
(b) µ is absolutely continuous with a strictly positive density if and only if W pµq is.
(c) The components of supppµacq are 2π-periodic. In particular there is either one or infinitely
many components. The number of components of supppW pµqacq is either one less than or
equal to the number of components of supppµacqX r0, 2πq, depending on whether 0 is in the
interior of the support.
Proof. Part (a) and one direction of part (b) follow directly from the definition of W . Next, suppose
that µ has zero density at x. Then from (12), µ also has zero density at all x ` 2πn, and therefore
W pµq has zero density at e´ix. Parts (b) and (c) follow. 
Proposition 33. W is weakly continuous; W´1 is weakly continuous as a map to L mod δ2π , but
not as a map to L.
Proof. Continuity of W follows directly from relation (2). If W pµnq Ñ W pµq, it follows that
eifµn pzq Ñ eifµpzq uniformly on compact subsets of D. So fµn ´ fµ Ñ 0 mod 2π, but may not
converge to zero. It remains to observe that weak convergence mod δ2π is equivalent to uniform
convergence mod 2π of F -transforms on compact sets. 
Lemma 34. Let tνnk : n P N, 1 ď k ď knu Ă ID
xY
˚ be an infinitesimal triangular array, so that
lim
nÑ8
max
1ďkďkn
νnk ptζ P T : |ζ ´ 1| ě εuq “ 0.
Then there exists a triangular array tµnk : n P N, 1 ď k ď knu Ă L such that W pµnkq “ νnk which
is also infinitesimal, that is,
lim
nÑ8
max
1ďkďkn
µnk ptx P R : |x| ě εuq “ 0.
Proof. Fix small ε, δ ą 0. Choose n0 large enough that for all n ě n0 and all k,
νnk ptζ P T : |ζ ´ 1| ě εuq ă δ.
Then for any µnk P L with W pµnkq “ νnk,
µnk
˜č
ℓPZ
tx P R : |x´ 2πℓ| ą ε{2u
¸
ă δ.
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On the other hand, using Poisson summation,
µnk
˜č
ℓPZ
tx P R : |x´ 2πℓ| ď εu
¸
“
ÿ
ℓPZ
lim
yÓ0
ż ε
´ε
Im
1
Fµnkpx` iyq ` 2πℓ
dx
“
1
2π
lim
yÓ0
ż ε
´ε
1´ e´2 Im Fµnk px`iyqˇˇ
1´ eiFµnk px`iyq
ˇˇ2 dx
since the series consists of non-negative terms. Denote
C “
1
2π
sup
|x|ăε
0ăyăε
1´ e´2 Im Fµnk px`iyqˇˇ
1´ eiFµnk px`iyq
ˇˇ2 .
If C ă 8, then we get 2Cε ě 1´ δ, giving a contradiction for sufficiently small ε, δ. Thus C “ 8.
So for some x, y as above and some ℓ P Z, |Fµnkpx` iyq ´ 2πℓ| ă δ. Since Fµnk is continuous,
this implies that for sufficiently small ε the same property holds for all x, y as above. By replacing
µnk with µnk Z δ2πℓ, we may assume that ℓ “ 0. Note that
1
2π
1´ e´2 Im Fµnk px`iyqˇˇ
1´ eiFµnk px`iyq
ˇˇ2 ´ 1π Im Fµnkpx` iyq|Fµnkpx` iyq|2 “ 1π Op|Fµnkpx` iyq|
2q
|Fµnkpx` iyq|
2
ă C 1
for some constant C 1 independent of x, y. Thus
µnk
˜č
ℓ‰0
tx P R : |x´ 2πℓ| ď εu
¸
ă 2C 1ε,
and so
µnk ptx P R : |x| ě εuq ă δ ` 2C
1ε.
Since C 1 decreases with ε, by choosing ε sufficiently small we may achieve the bound of 2δ, proving
that the array is infinitesimal. 
Lemma 35. Let µ P L. Fµ is injective if and only if ηW pµq is.
Proof. Suppose Fµpzq “ Fµpwq. Then ηW pµqpeizq “ ηW pµqpeiwq. If z ‰ w, then by definition
of L, 2π ∤ pz ´ wq, and so eiz ‰ eiw. Conversely, if ηW pµqpeizq “ ηW pµqpeiwq, then Fµpzq “
Fµpwq ` 2πn “ Fµpw ` 2πnq for some n. If eiz ‰ eiw, then z ‰ w ` 2πn. 
5. APPLICATIONS
5.1. Multiplicative Belinschi-Nica transformations and the divisibility indicator. Transforma-
tions Mt, the multiplicative analogs of the Belinschi-Nica transformations, were defined in Section
4 of [AH13]. The definition requires some care since because of the non-uniqueness of multiplica-
tive convolution powers one has different choices for Mt. In [Zho14] this ambiguity was resolved
by chosing measures with positive mean. Here, we define Mt on ID
xY
˚ by
(30) Mpnqt pW pµqq “ W pBtpµqq,
where
µ P Ln :“ trµ P L : Im frµp0q P r2nπ, 2pn` 1qπqu .
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Note that for each n, W : Ln Ñ ID
xY
˚ is a bijection, so each Mpnqt is well defined and onto. We will
denote Mt “Mp0qt . It is also easy to see, as in Lemma 9, that
(31) BtpLnq Ă Ln.
The following is a noticeably shorter proof of Theorem 4.5 from [AH13].
Corollary 36.
!
M
pnq
t : t ě 0
)
form a semigroup: Mpnqt ˝ Mpnqs “ Mpnqt`s. Also, Mpnq1 “ M, the
multiplicative Boolean-to-free Bercovici-Pata bijection.
Proof. For µ P Ln, using (31) and Theorem 1.1 from [BN08],
M
pnq
t ˝M
pnq
s pW pµqq “ W pBt ˝ Bspµqq “W pBt`spµqq “M
pnq
t`spW pµqq.
Similarly, using Theorem 1.2 from [BN08] and Proposition 26,
M
pnq
1 pν
γ,σ
xY q “M
pnq
1 pW pν
α,τ
Z qq “ W pB1pν
α,τ
Z qq “ W pν
α,τ
‘ q “ ν
γ,σ
b
where in the second identity we used the fact that B1pµ ‘ δ2πq “ B1pµq ‘ δ2π for µ P L. 
In the same manner, as pointed out in [AH13], the multiplicative analog of the commutation relation
proved in [BN08] `
µ‘p
˘Zq
,“
´
µZp
1
¯‘q1
, q1 “ 1´ p` pq, pq “ p1q1
needs some care because the multiplicative powers are multi-valued. We will solve this problem by
the use of Propostion 23. Define
νbϕp “W pµ‘pq, and νxYϕp “ W pµZpq
where µ P Lrϕs and rϕs denotes the integer part of ϕ. Now we can recover Proposition 4.4 in
[AH13].
Corollary 37. Let a “ p2πq´1 argm1pνq P R be an arbitrary argument of the first moment m1pνq.
For any ν P IDxY˚ , and p ě 1 and 1´ 1{p ă q,`
νba p
˘xYap q “ ´νxYa q1¯baq1p1 ,
where q1 “ 1´ p` pq, pq “ p1q1.
Proof. From Proposition 18 and Theorem 20 one can see that for any choice of argument of m1pνq
there is a unique µ such that ν “ W pµq and Im fµp0q “ argpη1νp0qq “ argm1pνq “ 2πa, so that
µ P Lras. Since Im fµ‘pp0q “ 2πap then µ‘p P Lraps and we have`
νba p
˘xYap q “ `W pµ‘pq˘xYap q “W ``µ‘p˘Zq˘
Similarly, since Im fµZq1 p0q “ 2πaq1 one sees, that´
ν
xYa q1
¯baq1p1
“ W
ˆ´
µZp
1
¯‘q1˙
.
Using Proposition 3.1 from [BN08] we obtain the claim. 
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Recall that the (additive) divisibility indicator was defined in Definition 1.4 of [BN08] as
sup tt ě 0 : µ P BtpPpRqqu ,
while the multiplicative divisibility indicator was defined in Definition 4.6 of [AH13] as
θpνq :“ sup
 
t ě 0 : ν PMtpID
xY
˚q
(
.
Note that in the second definition, we have excluded the Haar measure and that we omitted the
superscript n in Mt. That we can choose any n is a consequence of the next proposition.
Proposition 38. For µ P L, the additive divisibility indicator of µ is equal to the multiplicative
divisibility indicator of W pµq.
Proof. Let µ P BtpPq X Ln. Then by Lemma 9 and (31), in fact µ P BtpLnq. Denote rµ “
µZδ´2πn. Then by Proposition 3.8 in [AH13], rµ P BtpL0q. So (30) implies that W prµq P MtpIDxY˚q.
Conversely, let µ P Ln with W pµq in the image of Mt. Since W : L0 Ñ ID
xY
˚ is onto, for somerµ P L,
W pµq “MtpW prµq “ W pBtprµqq.
Therefore
µZ δ2πn “ Btprµq
for some n, which again implies that µ is in the image of Bt. 
The following result is the analog of Proposition 5.1 from [BN08], and follows immediately from
it and elementary properties of W .
Proposition 39. Let ν P IDxY˚ and t ą 0. Then
(a) Mtpνq has no singular continuous part.
(b) Mtpνq has at most r1{ts atoms for t ď 1 and at most one atom for t ą 1.
(c) The absolutely continuous part of Mtpνq is zero if and only if ν is a point mass. Its density
is analytic whenever positive and finite.
Similarly, the following properties of the multiplicative divisibility indicator proved in [AH13, The-
orem 4.8] are now a direct consequence from their additive counterparts proved in [BN08], parts
(a-c), and [AH13], parts (d),(e).
Corollary 40. We consider a probability measure µ P IDxY˚ .
(a) µbt exists for any t ě maxt1 ´ θpµq, 0u.
(b) µ is b-infinitely divisible if and only if θpµq ě 1.
(c) θpMtpµqq “ θpµq ` t for any t ě ´θpµq.
(d) θpµxYtq “ 1
t
θpµq for any t ą 0.
(e) θpµb tq ´ 1 “ 1
t
pθpµq ´ 1q for any t ą maxt1´ θpµq, 0u.
Example 41. Let σ be a measure on Twith finite support. Then the measure in ν P L corresponding
to the pair pβ, σq in Lemma 5 is purely atomic and thus θpνq “ 0. Since M1 “ M, it follows that
θpMpνqq “ 1. Thus any measure whose Σ transform is of the form (8) with σ of finite support has
the multiplicative divisibility indicator 1. This includes the multiplicative free Gaussian, with the Σ
transform
Σpzq “ exp
ˆ
1` z
1´ z
˙
,
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and the multiplicative free Poisson law, with
Σpzq “ exp
ˆ
1` ζz
1´ ζz
˙
.
The following result was proved in the algebraic multivariate setting in Proposition 1.10 in [Nic09].
It is a re-formulation of Theorem 2.8 in [Zho14], and generalizes Theorem 1.6 in [BN08]. See also
[Ans15].
Theorem 42. Given τ P ID‘ and ν P PpRq, denote µ “ τ i ν. Then
Btpτ i νq “ τ i pν ‘ τ
‘tq,
Proof. The assumption says that
(32) ϕτ pFνpzqq “ z ´ Fµpzq, z P C`,
and the desired conclusion is
(33) ϕτ pFν‘τ‘tpzqq “ z ´ FBtpµqpzq, z P C`.
These are related by Theorem 2.8 in [Zho14]. 
In the remaining part of the section we will omit the superscripts on Mt and subscripts on the free
and boolean powers to avoid excessive notation. The choice of these is done exactly as in Corollary
37.
The following result generalizes the main theorem (Theorem 1.1) in [Zho14] from multiplicative
free Gaussian to general τ .
Theorem 43. Given a pair of probability measures ν, τ P IDxY˚ , we have
Mtpτ % νq “ τ % pν b τ
btq.
Proof. Denote µ “ τ % ν. This means that
(34) Στ pηνpzqq “ z
ηµpzq
, z P D
Let τ “ W pτ˜q, µ “W pµ˜q and ν “ W pν˜q. Then evaluating (34) at eiz we get
ΣW pτ˜ qpηW pν˜qpe
izqq “
eiz
ηW pµ˜qpeizq
.
By definition, for all σ, exppiϕσpzqq “ ΣW pσqpeizq and ηW pσqpeizq “ exppiFσpzqq, Thus
exppiϕτ˜ pFµpzqq “
eiz
exppiFµ˜pzqq
which is equivalent to
ϕτ˜ pFν˜pzqq “ z ´ Fµ˜pzq ` 2πk
for some k. By adjusting the pre-image of µ, we may assume that k “ 0. By Theorem 42 we get
ϕτ˜ pFν˜‘τ˜‘tpzqq “ z ´ FBtpµ˜qpzq,
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which by reverting the steps above implies that
ΣW pτ˜qpηW pν˜‘τ˜‘tqpe
izqq “
eiz
ηW pBtpµ˜qqpe
izq
.
Finally, since τ “W pτ˜q, W pν˜ ‘ τ˜‘tq “ ν b τbt and W pBtpµ˜qq “Mtpµq, we obtain
(35) Στ pηνbτbtpzqq “ z
ηMtpµqpzq
, z P D.
The result follows. 
The following are analogs of Proposition 5.3 from [Nic09], and follow from the preceding theorem.
Corollary 44. Let τ P IDxY˚ . Then τ % τ “Mpτq, and more generally, for s, t ě 0,
pτbsq % pτbtq “ pMtpτqq
bs
.
By similar methods, we also easily obtain the following analogs of Corollary 4.13 in [Nic09] and
Lemma 7 in [Ans15].
Proposition 45. µ % ν P IDb whenever µ P IDb or ν “ µ b ν 1.
Theorem 46. Let µ P IDxY˚ , and let f : p0,8q ˆ DÑ C be defined by
(36) fpt, zq “ ηMtpµqpzq
z
, @t ą 0, @z P D.
Then f satisfies the following multiplicative version of the inviscid Burgers’ equation
(37) Bf
Bt
pt, zq “ z log fpt, zq
Bf
Bz
pt, zq, t ą 0, z P D.
Proof. Again let µ “ W pµ˜q. According to Theorem 1.5 in [BN08],
(38) hpt, zq “ FBptqpµqpzq ´ z, @t ą 0, @z P D.
satisfies
(39) Bh
Bt
pt, zq “ hpt, zq
Bh
Bz
pt, zq, t ą 0, z P D.
Since W pBtpµ˜qq “MtpW pµ˜qq “Mtpµq then
exppipFBptqpµqpzq ´ zqq “
ηMtpµqpe
izq
eiz
which is means that
hpt, zq “ ´i log fpt, eizq 
Remark 47. Let
ηMtpµqpzq “ z exp
ż
T
ζ ` z
ζ ´ z
dµtpζq,
so that µt is the (reflected) Boolean Le´vy measure of Mtpµq. Then according to Section 4.2 of
[Law05], the equation (37) is precisely the radial Loewner’s equation driven by the family tµtu.
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Remark 48. In [AH14], Arizmendi and Hasebe defined (in our notation)
Bσpνq “ ν % σ, σ, ν P PpTq,
and showed that they share many properties of Bt, such as Bσpν1 b ν2q “ Bσpν1q b Bσpν2q and
Bσ1 ˝ Bσ2 “ Bσ2œσ1 . They also defined Aσpµq “ µ i σ for σ, µ P PpRq, and proved similar
properties for these transformations. Using the techniques above, many properties of BW pσq can
now be derived from those of Aσ.
5.2. Further results.
5.2.1. Free convolution powers. Recall that in general, free convolution powers are defined only
for ν P IDxY˚ . So the following results are well suited for our methods. They were proved in (a)
Theorem 3.5 (d) Proposition 5.3 in [BB05] (c) Theorem 3.2 of [Zho13] (e) Theorems 3.8, 3.11 of
[HZ14]. A version of part (b) appears in Proposition 5.3 of [BB05], the formulation below appears
to be new.
Proposition 49. Let ν P IDxY˚ and t ě 1. Denote νt “ νbt.
(a) νt is well defined up to a rotation by e2πint (n P Z) and is in IDxY˚ .
(b) ζ is an atom of νt if and only if for some α P R, e´itα “ ζ and e´iα is an atom of ν, with
νpte´iαuq ą 1´ 1{t, in which case
νtptζuq “ tνp
 
e´iα
(
´ pt´ 1q.
(c) If α, β are atoms of νt, then νtpIq ą 0, where I is an open arc with endpoints α, β.
(d) νt has no singular continuous part, and the density of its absolutely continuous part is ana-
lytic wherever it is positive.
(e) The number of components of supppνact q, and of supppνtq, is a decreasing function of t.
Proof. By Proposition 23, we may choose µ P L so that ν “ W pµq and νt “ W pµ‘tq. We
will prove part (b). The remaining parts follow by similar methods, from (a) Theorem 2.5 (c)
Proposition 3.3 (d) Theorem 3.4 in [BB04] or Theorem 5.1 in [BB05] (e) Theorem 3.8 in [Hua15].
For part (b), by Theorem 3.1 in [BB04],
µ‘tpttαuq “ max p0, tµptαuq ´ pt´ 1qq ,
and the result follows from Proposition 29. 
Corollary 50. Let µ P L and α, β be atoms of µ. Then
minpµptαuq, µptβuqq ă
2π
|α ´ β|
.
Proof. Let 2πn ă |α ´ β| ď 2πpn` 1q, and let
t “
2πpn` 1q
|α ´ β|
.
Then 1 ď t ă 1 ` 2π
|α´β|
. Suppose both µptαuq, µptβuq ě 2π
|α´β|
ą t ´ 1. Then µ‘t P L has atoms
at tα and tβ, with t |α ´ β| “ 2πpn` 1q, contradicting Corollary 30. 
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5.2.2. Limit theorems. The results in this section are proven only for measures in IDxY˚ , and so are
typically weaker than known ones. On the other hand, the proofs are much simpler and shorter.
The following proposition is the restriction to IDxY˚ of Theorem 4.3 in [BW08b] and Theorem 3.5,
4.1 in [Wan08].
Proposition 51. Suppose tνnk : n P N, 1 ď k ď knu Ă ID
xY
˚ form an infinitesimal triangular array.
The following are equivalent.
(a) The sequence νn1 Yˆ νn2 Yˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ Yˆ νnkn converges weakly to νγ,σxY .
(b) The sequence νn1 b νn2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b νnkn converges weakly to νγ,σb .
(c) The sequence νn1 f νn2 f ¨ ¨ ¨ f νnkn converges weakly to νγ,σf .
Proof. Suppose νn1 Yˆ νn2 Yˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ Yˆ νnkn converges weakly to νγ,σxY . Using Lemma 34, we may choose
an infinitesimal array tµnku Ă L so that νnk “W pµnkq. Then by Proposition 33,
pµn1 mod δ2πq Z pµn2 mod δ2πq Z . . .Z pµnkn mod δ2πq Ñ ν
α,τ
Z mod δ2π,
where τ and σ are related by equation (18). Therefore
µn1 Z µn2 Z . . .Z µnkn Ñ ν
α,τ
Z Z δ2πℓn
for some integers ℓn. By the additive Bercovici-Pata bijections [BP99, CG08, BW08a, Wan08], it
then follows that
µn1 ‘ µn2 ‘ . . . ‘ µnkn Ñ µ
α,τ
‘ ‘ δ2πℓn .
So applying W again,
νn1 b νn2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b νnkn Ñ ν
β,σ
b .
The other implications are similar. 
The following proposition is the restriction to IDxY˚ of Proposition 5.6 in [AW14].
Proposition 52. Suppose tνnu8n“1 Ă ID
xY
˚ and the sequence νn Yˆ νn Yˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ Yˆ νnloooooooooomoooooooooo
kn
converges weakly
to νγ,σ
xY . Then for any β P R with γ “ eiβ, there exist λn P T, λknn “ 1 such that for ν˜n “ δλn œ νn,
the sequence ν˜n œ ν˜n œ ¨ ¨ ¨ œ ν˜nloooooooooomoooooooooo
kn
converges weakly to νβ,σœ .
Proof. Let νn “ W pµnq. Then by Proposition 33,
pµn mod δ2πq
Zkn Ñ να,τZ mod δ2π,
where pα, τq and pγ, σq are related by equation (18). Therefore
pδ2πℓn{kn Z µnq
Zkn Ñ να,τZ
for some integers ℓn. Denote W pνα,τ⊲ q “ ν
rβ,σ
œ , and let bn “ pβ ´ rβq{p2πknq. Then
pδ2πpℓn`bnq{kn Z µnq
Zkn Ñ να`pβ´
rβq,τ
Z
By Theorem 1.3 in [AW14], it then follows that
pδ2πpℓn`bnq{kn ⊲ µnq
⊲kn Ñ ν
α`pβ´rβq,τ
⊲ .
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So applying W again,
pδexpp2πiℓn{knq ö νnq
ökn Ñ νβ,σö .
Finally, let λn “ expp2πipℓn ` bnq{knq. 
The proof of the converse direction in Theorem 5.7 of that paper also follows easily, but was already
short to begin with.
Remark 53. It follows from the results in [GB92, Bau05, FH15] that any µ with an injective F -
transform and finite variance arises as a weak limit
µ “ lim
nÑ8
µn1 ⊲ µn2 ⊲ . . .⊲ µnkn
for an infinitesimal triangular array tµnk : n P N, 1 ď k ď knu Ă PpRq. In particular, unlike in the
setting of Proposition 51, the limit need not be ⊲-infinitely divisible. On the other hand, it follows
from the results in [RR94, FH15] that any ν with an injective η-transform arises as a weak limit
ν “ lim
nÑ8
νn1 œ νn2 œ . . . œ νnkn Ñ ν,
for an infinitesimal triangular array tνnk : n P N, 1 ď k ď knu Ă PpTq. Combining this result
with Lemmas 34 and 35, it follows that any µ P L with an injective F -transform is a limit of a
monotone infinitesimal triangular array. This suggests that the restriction of finite variance above
can be removed in general.
Remark 54. Consider a weakly continuous family
tµt : t ě 0u Y tµs,t : 0 ă s ă tu
such that µt⊲µs “ µt`s (so that they form a monotone convolution semigroup) and µs ‘µs,t “ µt.
Then in the terminology of [Bia98], these measures form the distribution of a free additive Le´vy
process of the second kind (FAL2), which has freely independent but not stationary increments, and
stationary Markov transition functions. Similarly, a weakly continuous family
tνt : t ě 0u Y tνs,t : 0 ă s ă tu
such that νt œ νs “ µt`s and νs ‘ νs,t “ νt, form the distribution of a free unitary multiplicative
Le´vy process of the second kind (FUL2). Biane gave examples of FAL2 processes, and conjectured
that non-trivial FUL2 processes do not exist. Wang in [Wan14] showed that FAL2 processes with
zero mean and finite variance do not exist.
Proposition 55. FUL2 processes exist if and only if there exist FAL2 processes with distributions
tµtu Ă L.
Proof. Let tµt : t ě 0u Y tµs,t : 0 ă s ă tu be a distribution of a FAL2 process. Then the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 9 shows that all µs,t P L as well. Therefore tW pµtq : t ě 0u Y
tW pµs,tq : 0 ă s ă tu is a distribution of a FUL2 process.
Conversely, let tνt : t ě 0u Y tνs,t : 0 ă s ă tu be a distribution of a FUL2 process. Then tµtu Ă
ID
œ
˚ Ă ID
xY
˚ , and by Proposition 23, we may choose a⊲-semigroup tµt : t ě 0u with W pµtq “ νt.
Also, weak continuity of the family implies by a standard argument that all µs,t P IDb˚ Ă ID
xY
˚ .
Therefore we may choose µs,t so that µs ‘ µs,t “ µt and W pµs,tq “ νs,t. We thus obtain a
distribution of a FAL2 process. 
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Finally, we note the relation via W between the superconvergence results in additive limit theorems
of [BWZ15] and their multiplicative counterparts in [AWZ14].
5.2.3. Free convolution. Again, the known or desired results in this section are for measures in
PpTq, while our approach only works for measures in IDxY˚ . Nevertheless, some of the results are
new.
Part (a) of the following proposition was proved in Theorem 3.1 of [Bel03], part (d) in Theorem 4.1
of [BW08c]. Parts (b,c) appear to be new.
Proposition 56. Let µ, ν P IDxY˚ , neither a point mass. Then
(a) ζ P T is an atom of µ b ν if and only if there exist α, β P T such that ζ “ αβ and
µptαuq ` νptβuq ą 1. In this case, pµ b νqptζuq “ µptαuq ` νptβuq ´ 1.
(b) The absolutely continuous part of µ b ν is non-zero, and its density is analytic whenever it
is positive and finite.
(c) The singular continuous part of µ b ν is zero.
(d) If ζ, ξ are atoms of µ b ν, then pµ b νqpIq ą 0, where I is an open arc with endpoints ζ, ξ.
Proof. The results follow by the same methods from (a) [BV98] (b,c) Theorem 4.1 in [Bel08] (d)
Theorem 2.5 in [BW08c]. 
In [HW14], Huang and Wang proved the following result.
Theorem. µ P PpRq has the property that for any ν P PpRq, µ‘ ν is absolutely continuous with a
strictly positive density, if and only if µ itself is absolutely continuous with a strictly positive density
and has an infinite second moment.
They also proved a similar result for multiplicative convolution, which however did not require
any moment conditions. The proof of the following proposition, a particular case of their result,
explains this absence.
Proposition 57. µ P IDb˚ has the property that for any ν P IDxY˚ , µ b ν is absolutely continuous
with a strictly positive density, if and only if µ itself is absolutely continuous with a strictly positive
density.
Proof. One direction is clear by taking ν “ δ1. Now let ν P IDxY˚ , so that ν “W prνq for some rν P L.
Let µ P IDb˚ be absolutely continuous with a strictly positive density. Then by Lemma 2, µ P ID
xY
˚ ,
so µ “ W prµq, with rµ P L. In particular, it has infinite second moment. By Proposition 32, rµ is
absolutely continuous with a strictly positive density. By Proposition 23, it is in ID‘. Therefore
by the results of Huang and Wang for the real line, rµ ‘ rν is absolutely continuous with a strictly
positive density. Applying Proposition 23 again, the conclusion follows. 
The following is a multiplicative version of Theorem 3.5 from Hasebe [Has10a], and follows from
it by applying W . Analogs of several other properties from that paper can be derived similarly.
Proposition 58. If a œ-infinitely divisible distribution ν contains an isolated atom at ζ , then ν is
of the form ν “ νptζuqδa ` νac, where νac is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Haar measure and
ζ R suppνac.
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Remark 59. Other identities easily obtained by the same methods include
µ “ µbt ö µ
xYp1´tq
using µ “ µ‘t ⊲ µZp1´tq implicit in [ALS07] for integer n and stated in [BN08] in terms of subor-
dination,
µ b ν “ pµ % νq Yˆ pν % µq
which follows from its additive version in [Nic09, Proposition 1.11], [BB07, Theorem 4.1] and
Σ
µ % ν “ Σµ ˝ ην .
using ϕµiν “ ϕµ ˝ Fν .
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